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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
An improved print mechanism for a plural-function 
recorder having a single record receiver includes a 
continuously orbiting rod and a plurality of print 
wheels each of which has a plurality of marking ele 
ments on the periphery thereof. The orbiting rod oper 
ates successively and repetitively to effect joint step 
by-step angular synchronous adjustments of said print 
wheels to bring each of said marking elements, in turn, 
into a position for marking said record receiver. The 
orbiting rod also actuates said print wheels, when so 
adjusted, into and out of firm marking engagement 
with said record receiver. Recording in different 
modes selectively may be effected by a manual adjust 
ment which permits relative axial displacement of said 
print wheels and thereby printing by one only or both 
of said print wheels continuously, or by one continu 
ously and the other intermittently. 

16 Claims, 15 Drawing Figures 
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PRINTING APPARATUS FOR MULTIPLE-POINT 
RECORDER WITH SELECTABLE NUMBER 

PRINTING 

This application is a continuation of my prior appli 
cation bearing Ser. No. 215,476, now abandoned ?led 
Jan. 5, 1972. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
Applicant’s invention is for an improved print mech 

anism for a plural-function recorder of the type gener 
ally classi?ed in the US. Patent Office with Plural 
Function Recorders, Distinguishable Recordings, Plu 
ral Markers and Single Record Receiver, with Register 
Character Recorder or similar apparatus. 

2. Description of the Prior Art ' 
Print mechanism embodying record-distinguishing 

means for plural-function or multiple point strip chart 
recorders have been known and employed in the indus 
try for many years. Such print mechanisms generally 
have operated in a single mode, identifying each quan 
tity under measurement by a characteristic mark or 
color. More recently there has been a demand for more 
sophisticated forms of print mechanism which are op 
erative to provide several different modes of printing. 
Such print mechanisms provide records comprising dif 
ferent colored marks or dots the positions of which on 
the strip chart are indicative of the magnitude of the 
value of each measured quantity. Selectively, such 
print mechanisms may be adjusted to provide records 
comprised of dots and periodically a record identi? 
cation number beside a dot. This permits ready identi? 
cation of the individual curves or traces which are 
formed by the related series of recorded dots from each 
of the quantities under measurement. Alternatively, by 
a different adjustment of the print mechanism, effected 
manually, each one of the dots representing a quantity 
under measurement may ‘have printed beside it a re 
cord identi?cation number. 
Several forms of the prior printing mechanisms are 

illustrated in US. Pat. Nos. 3,195,141, 3,316,554 and 
3,317,913. Each of these prior printing mechanisms 
employ a single print wheel having a plurality of dot 
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marking elements on one peripheral portion thereof 45 
and a plurality of numeral marking elements on an 
other peripheral portion. With such mechanisms, when 
a dot and identifying numeral are to be printed simulta 
neously, the print wheel, in its marking operations is 
held with both of its peripheral portions squarely facing 
the chart. When a dot only is to be printed, the wheel 
must first be tilted to a precise angle with respect to the 
chart so that a dot marking element then only is in posi 
tion to make a mark. When a numeral is intermittently 
to be printed to identify the curve formed by a series 
of dots, the print wheel must ?rst be tilted back to its 
position in which both dot and numeral marking ele 
ments squarely face the chart. . 
Complex structure involving many pivoted mechani 

cal parts and a splined drive shaft is required for effect 
ing such tilting and marking movement of the print 
wheel. Such parts and their pivots are subject to wear 
and misalignment which adversely affect the desired 
tilting operations. This results in poor printing. Speci? 
cally, upon such wear and misalignment of the parts, 
the print wheel no longer is tilted to the required pre 
cise angle and as a result, part of a dot only or a part 
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of a numeral only is printed during the printing opera 
tions. 
These prior art printing mechanisms are further com 

plicated in respect of the use of the splined drive shaft 
which is used to index the print wheel and to rock the 
print wheel into printing contact with the chart. This 
shaft necessarily extends over the distance through 
which the printing mechanism must be moved in its re 
cording operations, that is, across the width of the 
chart. As a result the gear reduction unit for driving the 
splined shaft must be located at an outer end ,of the 
shaft, beyond the edge of the chart. The additional re 
quired width of the instrument and its casing add both 
to the size and cost of the instrument. 
The prior art print mechanisms thus are subject to 

disadvantages which limit their usefulness. These disad 
vantages result from the use of many complex movable 
parts which are usually driven by a splined shaft, which 
parts must be adjusted and maintained in alignment for 
proper operation with each other. Such structures are 
costly to manufacture. Difficulties arise in the use of 
such apparatus because of wear, particularly in the ad 
justment and maintenance in proper operating condi 
tion. 
Applicant has conceived that the problems of the 

prior art print mechanisms may be overcome by pro 
viding a continuously orbiting rod for achieving all of 
the required functions of the printing mechanism, in 
dexing the print wheels, and for bringing the print 
wheels periodically into marking contact with the re 
cord chart. Applicant has found that the use of a con 
tinuously orbiting rod and a novel arrangement for sup 
porting the dot and identifying numeral print wheels 
whereby one print wheel may be axially displaced with 
respect to the other while maintained paralled there 
with, permits a substantial simpli?cation and reduction 
in ‘the number of parts required for printing dots and 
identifying numerals selectively. Further advantages 
found to result are reduced friction and wear, reduced 
size and manufacturing cost of the recording instru 
ment, simpli?cation in the required adjustments of the 
parts and maintenance, and longer trouble-free opera 
tion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In accordance with Applicant’s invention, there is 

provided an improved print mechanism for a multi 
point recorder having a conventional chart platen and 
associated chart drive, and structure for supporting the 
multipoint print mechanism. 
The print mechanism includes a rod which extends 

' parallel to the chart platen and is mounted at its ends 
for movement. The locus of such movement is a cylin 
der. For convenience, the path of this movement is re 
ferred to hereinafter as an orbital path,-and the rod is 
referred to as an orbiting rod. Theprint mechanism 
also includes a print carriage which is disposed to move 
in a path adjacent to and parallel to the chart platen. 

The print carriage includes a ?rst or base part which 
is constrained to move only along a coordinate axis of 
the chart, that is, linearly, parallel to the platen. The 
print carriage includes a second part or actuating sup 
port plate which is mounted on the said base part for 
rocking movement toward and away from the platen. 
A ?rst or dot-print wheel is mounted on a ?xed axis on 
the actuating support plate. A second or number print 
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wheel is mounted on the said actuating support plate 
for displacement in a plane parallel to that of the dot 
print wheel. 
A print wheel advance mechanism carried by and re 

sponsive to the rocking movement of the actuating sup 
port plate relatively to said base part of the carriage is 
arranged to effect step-by-step rotational advancement 
of both of said print wheels in unison. Associated with 
the print wheel advance mechanism is a print wheel se 
lecting means which is operative selectively to position 
the second or numeral print wheel in either a printing 
or non-printing relationship with said ?rst or dot print 
wheel, with respect to the platen. 
The rocking movement of the actuating support plate 

is effected by the continuously orbiting rod. The nu 
meral print wheel is mounted on the actuating support 
plate of the carriage by means of a pivoted arm that is 
normally spring biased to a position in which the nu~ 
meral print wheel is in a non-printing position. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the print 
selection means includes a cam rotatable by the print 
wheel advance mechanism for moving the axis of the 
numeral print wheel into coincidence with the axis of 
the dot print wheel and thereby into position for print 
ing with the dot print wheel, at predetermined intervals 
in the stepwise rotation of said wheels. Another feature 
of the preferred embodiment is the inclusion in the 
print selection means of a second cam that is manually 
adjustable to maintain the numeral print wheel in its 
position for printing. 
More particularly, there has been provided in accor 

dance with the preferred embodiment of the invention, 
a print mechanism for a multiple-point chart recorder 
having a continuously orbiting rod, in which rocking 
motion is transmitted to the actuating support plate of 
the carriage by way of a pairof spaced apart runners 
which are carried by the said support plate and be 
tween which runners theorbiting rod is arranged to 
slide. One of the runners is pivotally mounted on the 
support plate and is spring biased toward the orbiting 
rod. The actuating support plate carries a stationary 
shaft about which the dot print wheel and the numeral 
print wheel can be rotated. This rotation is effected in 
a step-by-step fashion by a pawl and ratchet and gear 
drive that is actuated each time the actuating support 
plate is rocked. The dot print wheel is rocked into and 
out of contact with the surface of a record chart every 
time the rocking plate is rocked by the orbiting rod. 
The numeral print wheel is mounted in a ?oating man 
ner about the stationary shaft which carries the dot 
print wheel by means of an arm that is pivotally 
mounted on the actuating support plate. A_ cam screw 
carried by a hub member which is driven in a step-by 
step manner by the aforementioned pawl and ratchet 
gear drive, is arranged to be brought into contact with 
the aforementioned pivot arm to bias the numeral print 
wheel to its position for printing in alignment with the 

_ dot print wheel. Subsequent rocking action of the sup 
port plate by the orbiting rod moves both print'wheels 
as a unit into engagement with the chart to print both 
a number and dot thereon. As the orbiting rod thereaf 
ter continues in its orbital path an additional force is 
applied by the rod to that one of the runners which is 
pivoted to the rocking support plate, to cause the print 
wheels to be pressed more ?rmly into marking engage 
ment with the record chart. _ 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A better understanding of the present invention may 
be had when the following detailed description is read 
in connection with the accompanying drawings in 
which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view which is taken from the 

lower front end of a multiple point strip chart recorder 
and illustrates the orbiting rod and actuating support 
plate of the improved print mechanism according to 
the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the strip chart recorder em 

bodying the improved print mechanism of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an end elevation view taken along the line 

3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is an ‘enlarged elevational view of one end of 

the print wheel carriage of the improved print mecha 
nism, taken on the line 4-4 of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the print wheel carriage 
taken along the line 5-5 of FIG. 4; 

, FIG. 6 is an exploded isometric view taken from the 
upper left front end of the recorder of FIG. 2, and 
shows the orbiting rod mechanism of FIG. 1 as having 
rocked the dot print wheel into printing engagement 
with the record chart, with the numeral, print wheel 
being retained in a ?oating, out of contact (or solid 
line) position, with respect to the chart; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken along the lines 7-7 

of FIG. 5 in which the dot and numeral print wheels are 
in axial alignment during a mode of operation of the re 
corder in which a dot is printed on a chart during each 
cycle of rotation of the print mechanism and an identi 
fying numeral is intermittently printed on the chart; 
FIG. 8 is a sectionalview similar to that of FIG. 7 and 

shows the axis of the numeral print wheel displaced 
from the axis of the dot print wheel during the same 
mode of operation of the recorder whereby a dot only 
is printed on the chart in each cycle of operation of the 
print mechanism as the orbiting rod rotates; 
FIG. 9 shows a modi?cation of the hub and cam 

screw portion of the mechanism of FIGS. 7 and 8 for 
providing a modi?ed operation of the print mechanism; 

FIG. 10 shows a further modi?cation of the hub and 
cam screw portions of the mechanisms of FIGS. 7 and 
8 for providing a further modi?cation of the operation 
of the print mechanisms; 
FIG. 11 is a sectional view similar to FIGS. 7 and 8 

in which the dot and numeral print wheels are retained 
in axial alignment for the simultaneous printing in 
every cycle of the print mechanism of a dot and identi 
fying numeral, thereby providing a further mode of op 
eration; 
FIG. 12 is a modi?ed form of the mechanism shown 

in FIGS. 4 and 6, including an adjustable means for set 
ting the initial angular position of the numeral print 
wheel with respect to the dot print wheel; 
FIG. 13 is a plan view of the modi?ed form of mecha 

nism shown in FIG. 12; _ 
FIG. 14 shows a typical record that is printed on the 

record chart during the mode of operation described in 
connection with the modi?cation of FIGS. 7 and 8; and 

FIG. 15 shows a typical record that is imprinted on 
the chart during the mode of operation of the print 
mechanism described in connection with the modi?ca 
tion of FIG. 11. . ' 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

For an understanding of the preferred embodiment 
of the invention, reference is first made to the perspec 
tive view of FIG. 1 which shows the improved print 
mechanism, designated by the numeral 10, and FIG. 2 
which shows the overall construction of a type of multi 
ple point strip chart recorder 12 in which the said print 
mechanism is embodied. 
Orbiting Rod Drive to Effect the Rocking of Print 

Wheels Into and Out of a Printing Contact with the 
Chart 
The print mechanism 10 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 in~ 

cludes a drive motor 14 which is supported on a back 
wall portion of a U-shaped chassis 16 of the recorder 
12. In FIG. 2 the drive motor 14 is shown connected by 
way of a suitable mechanical drive 18 to a Geneva 
movement 20 which, in turn, is operable to drive a mul 
tiple point input selector switch unit 22. The selector 
switch unit 22 is employed to selectively connect, one 
after another, of a number of different input variable 
quantities, such as voltages or currents, each of which. 
represent a different variable under measurement, to 
the recorder 12 for recording in the manner described, 
for example in US. Pat. No. 3,576,582 to Robert T. 
Smith or US. Pat. No. 2,427,480 to John A. Caldwell. 
It will be understood, however, that any one of many 
commercially available recorders may be modi?ed in a 
manner to incorporate the improved print mechanism 
of applicant’s invention, for effecting the repetitive ad 
justments of the dot print and numeral wheels of the 
mechanism to positions along the width of the strip 
chart which are representative of the magnitudes of 
each of the variable quantities under measurement as 
said quantities are connected in succession by said se 
lector switch unit to the recorder. FIGS. 2 and 3 shows 
a chart 185 on which selected dots and numbers are to 
be imprinted as extending along a platen 278 between 
a supply roll 280 and the take up roll 282. FIG. 2 also 
shows a conventional motor driven gear driving mecha 
nism 284 for moving the chart 185 between a chart 
supply roll 280 and a chart take-up roll 282. 
As is best shown in FIG. I, the drive motor 14 has an 

output drive shaft 24 which carries a drive gear 26. 
Gear 26 is in driving relationship with a gear 28 that is 
?xed to a drive shaft 30. The drive shaft 30 is shown ex 
tending across the width of the chassis 16 and is sup 
ported for rotation at its ends on the opposite sides of 
theU-shaped chassis l6. The’drive shaft 30 also carries 

, two additional vgears 32, 34 one at each end of the shaft, 
- are both of the same diameter as the gear 28. The gears 
32 and 34 are shown in driving relationship with driven 
gears 36 and 40,‘ respectively. Gear 36 is suitably sup 
ported for rotation ona stud shaft 38 which is mounted 

. on one side of the U-shaped chassis l6, and gear'40 is 
similarly supported on a stud shaft 42 mounted on the 
other side of the chassis. The stud shafts 38 and 42are 
in axial alignment. The gears 36 and 40 are of the same 
diameter, are in axial alignment, and rotate in unison. 

A rod 44, hereinafter referred to as an orbiting rod, 
is shown in FIG. 1 as-extending between the gears 36 
and 40. Rod 44 is rigidly attached at its ends to the fac 
ing surfaces of the gears 36 and 40, at the same radial 
distance from the center-of each gear. The orbiting rod 
44 is of a rigid construction and preferably has a pol 
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ished surface, and for example, may be made of steel. 
The rod 44 is arranged to move in unison with the rota 
tion of the gears 36, 40. The locus of the movement of 
the rod 44 about the centers of the gears 36 and 40 is 
the surface of a cylinder. One of the positions through 
which the orbiting rod 44 will pass in its orbital path is 
shown in solid line form in FIG. 1. Another position 
through which the rod will pass is shown in FIG. 1 in 
phantom dot-dash line form. I 
The orbiting rod 44, as seen in FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, is 

embraced by a pair of spaced apart members 46 and 48 
which,‘ for convenience, are designated runners. The 
runners 46 and 48 preferably are formed of material 
which substantially will retain its original shape over 
long periods of time notwithstanding changes in the en 
vironment to which the material is exposed during the 
operation of the print mechanism and recorder. An ac 
etal resin material such as that known by the Trade 
Markas f‘Delrin” has been found suitable for the run 
ners 46 and 48. 
As seen in FIG. ll, runner 46 is in the form of a shoe 

which extends along the side of and above the upper 
longitudinal edge of a Z-shaped steel arm SOv-The'arm 
or runner supportv plate 50 is ?xably connected at its 
upper end as by welding to a carriage actuating support 
plate 52 of a carriage 54. ~ 
As is best shown in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5, the carriage ac 

tuating support plate 52 is mounted for pivotal move 
ment about a shaft 56 that is staked to a conventional 
non rotatable angle-shaped base part 58 of the carriage 
54. 
Runner 46, as seen in FIG. 1, is retained in a ?xed po 

sition on the plate 50 by means of a screw connection 
60 passing through a slot 62 in the runner. The other 
runner 48 is pivoted on a stud shaft 66 which in turn is 
?xed for joint rockable movement with the plate 52. 
The runner 48 is spring biased toward the runner 46. 
The runners 46 and 48 provide surfaces along which 
the orbiting rod can slide. FIG. 5 shows the spring bias 
ing means for the runner 48. As there is shown one end 
68 of a coil spring 70 extends through an aperture 72 
in the carriage actuating support plate 52. The spring 
'70 is wound about the‘stud shaft 66 and has its other 
end 74 inserted, while it is in a wound-up tension condi 
tion, through a hole 76 in the runner 48. The spring 70 
maintains the surface 64 of the runner 48 in surface-to 
surface contact with the orbiting rod 44. By reference 
to FIGS. 1 and 4, it is seen that the inner surface 94 of 
a boss 96 of this runner 48 is retained in physical 
contact with a front edge 98 of a boss 100 formed on 
the runner 46. This holds the runners 46 and 48 in a 
‘separated condition even though the runner 48 is 
spring biased toward the runner 46. The pawl 88 is held 
by the coil spring ‘78 in spring bias surface-to-surface 
engagement with the tooth 102 of the ratchet wheel 90. 
As shown in FIGS. 4 and 6 a coil spring 106 and a sec 
ond pawl I08 are mounted on a stud shaft 104 that is 
?xed'at its inner end to the base plate 58 of the carriage 
54. 
As seen in FIG. 5, second coil spring 78, also under 

tension and coiled about the stud shaft 66, has one end 
80 retained in a hole 82 in'the runner 48. Another end 
86 of the coil 78 is shown acting on an outer surface of 
a pawl 88 to retain the latter in physical contact with 
the outer surface of the ratchet wheel 90. The pawl 88, 
as shown in FIG. v6,, is mounted for rocking movement 
about the stud shaft 66 and is held against axial move 
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ment along shaft 66 by a cotter 92. The pawl 108 is 
held against axial movement along the shaft 104 by 
means of a cotter 110. 

As is best shown in FIG. 4, the coil spring 106 has one 
end portion 112 in engagement with a pin 114 that is 
?xed to and extends outwardly from the surface of the 
shaft 104. The coil spring 106 is tensioned by rotating 
its other end 116 about the shaft 104 and into spring 
bias engagement with the outer surface of the second 
pawl 108, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 6. The second pawl 
108 is thus shown in engagement with tooth 118 
formed on the ratchet wheel 90. The pawls 88 and 102 
cooperate to effect step-by-step clockwise rotation of 
the ratchet wheel 90 with respect to the actuating sup 
port plate 52 each time the latter is rocked in a coun-v 
ter-clockwise direction. This is effective, as hereinafter 
explained, to operate the print wheel advance mecha 
nism 119. 

Print Wheel Advance Mechanism to Effect the 
Rocking of Print Wheels Into and Out of Printing 

Contact With the Chart 

The print wheel advance mechanism 119 as seen in 
FIGS. 5 and 6, includes a gear train for transmitting the 
step-by-step arcuate motion of the ratchet wheel 90 to 
a dot print wheel 120 and also a numeral print wheel 
122. The gear train drive includes: a ratchet driven 
drive gear 124 having 24 teeth and ?xedvfor rotation 
with the ratchet wheel 90 about the axis of the shaft 56 
and about a sleeve bearing 125 that is ?xed to the actu 
ating plate 52, a gear 126 having a hub member 127 
and a cam screw or lobe 128 extending from the hub 
127, said gear 126 being positioned for rotation about 
the axis of a stud shaft 130 that is ?xed to the carriage 
actuating plate 52, and an idler gear 132 which is freely 
rotatable on the stud shaft 134, on one end of which a 
numeral wheel supporting arm 136 is pivoted. 
A dot print wheel driving gear 138 is provided in 

driven engagement with the idler gear 132. The gear 
138 is carried on a hub 140 and rotates about a stud 
shaft 144. The gear 138 transmits step-by-step rotary 
motion to the dot print wheel 120 by means of a set 
screw connection 142. Thus, the dot print wheel is ad 
vanced to a new index position each time that the print 
wheel advance mechanism 119 is actuated by the 
ratchet wheel 90. l ' 

' FIGS. 1 and 5 also show a numeral print wheel driv 
ing gear 146 in driven engagement with the idler gear 
132. The driving gear 146 is provided with the same 
number of teeth and has the same pitch diameter as the 
dot print driving gear 138. The driving gear 146 forms 
an integral part of the right end of a second hub portion 
148 which is fixedly connected for rotary movement by 
means of a set screw 150 to the numeral print wheel 
122. » 

A spacer ring shaped member 151 is shown ?xedly 
mounted to the hub portion 148 and prevents axial 
movement of the. pivot mounted arm 136. The set 
screw connection 150 between the hub portion 148 
and thenumeral print wheel 122 allows the step-by 
step rotation of the idler gear 132 to also be transmitted 
to the numeral print wheel 122. This effects rotation of 
the numeral print wheel 122 to a new index position in 
the same manner in which the dot printwheel 120 is in 
dexed. In this manner, the indexing adjustments of the 
two print wheels are maintained in step with one an 
other. 

20 

8 
As seen in FIG. 5, sleeve bearing 125 is ?xed to the 

actuating plate 52 for rotation about the shaft 56 and 
is retained against axial movement at one end by means 
of a washer 152 anda cotter 154 and at the other end 
by means of a resilient truncated washer 156. The trun 
cated washer also retains the carriage actuating support 
plate 52 in spaced apart relationship with the carriage 
base plate 58. 
A hub 158 having a ?ange 160 at one end thereof, is 

provided to support a multi-sector ink pad wheel 162 
on the outer end of shaft 56. Each sector of the ink pad 
wheel 162 is of a different color. The hub 158 prefera 
bly is made of a plastic material, for example, Nylon. 
The ink pad cover 164 is provided for the ink pad 
wheel 162. An opening 166 having a counter sunk wall 
portion 168 is provided in the cover 164. 
As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the hub 158 is formed 

with a plurality of prongs 170 which are spread radially 
from the center of the shaft 56. The ink pad wheel 162 
is attached to the ratchet wheel 90 by a pin 172 which 
?ts into an opening 174 in the side of the ratchet wheel 
90. A resilient plate 176 bears against the prongs 170 

' to hold the hub 158 and thereby the ink wheel 162 in 
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place on the shaft 56. The plate 176 is held in place by 
a cotter 178 at the end of the shaft 144. A bent portion 
of the member 176 has a window 180 therein which is 
aligned with one of the numerals on a tape 182. The 
tape 182 is cemented by epoxy to an outer cylindrical 
surface 184 which is an extension of the dot print wheel 
120. The tape 182 is positioned for rotary movement 
with the numeral print wheel 122 so that the number 
viewed by an operator through the window 180 will al 
ways correspond to the dot and numeral being printed 
on the chart 185. 
A circular portion 186 of the dot print wheel 120 is 

shown in FIGS. 2, 4 and 5 as having one of its many 
raised spaced apart dot portions 188 in inking contact 
position with one of twelve different colored pads 
which are formed on the periphery of the multi-colored 
ink wheel 162. The pads of this ink wheel 162 are sepa 
rated from one another in a conventional manner by 
means of radial ?ns 190. The outer peripheral portion 
of the numeral print wheel 122 has raised numbers, one 
to twelve, which are indicated by reference numeral 
192. 
The numeral wheel supporting arm 136, as seen in 

FIGS._4 and 6, has a slideable wedged shaped top plate 
194 secured to it by two screws 196 and 198. The 
shank of the screw 196 has a jam nut portion 200 which 
retains the top plate 194 in any selected position on the 
slot 202. An elongated slot 204, as shown in FIG. 2, is 
provided in the wedge shaped plate 194. The shank of 

" screw 198 passes through the slot 204 and enables the 
aforementioned slideable adjustment to be made when 
this screw 198 is loosened. 
A shaft 206 extends from the rockable support plate 

52, as shown in FIGS. 6-8 and 11, and is rotatable in 
a sleeve bearing 208 which is rigidly supported by and 
extends away from the rockable plate 52. A cam disc 
210 is ?xed for rotation with the shaft 206. FIGS. 7, 8 
and 11 show pin 212 ?xed to and extending from the 
cam disc 210. The pin 212 extends into engagement at 
an inner end portion with the wall 214 forming one end 
‘of a slot in the bearing 208. An outer end portion of the 
pin 212 has cylindrical surface extending therefrom 
which has a groove 218 formed'therein with which one 
end of a tensioned coil spring 220 is in engagement. 
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The other end of the spring 2211 is engaged with the 
shank of the screw 196 that is fixably mounted for joint 
movement with the numeral wheel supporting arm 136. 

When the cam 210 is in a position shown in FIG. 8, 
the tension of spring 220 applies a clockwise force to 
the arm 136, the hub portion 148, the gear 146 and the 
numeral print wheel 122. This force is effective to rock 
the indicated parts as a unit about the pivot shaft 134 
from the phantom dot-dash line position in FIG. 6 into 
the solid line position there shown for these parts. In 
the solid line position, the axis of the numeral print 
wheel 122 is displaced upwardly from the axis of the 
dot print wheel 1211 while the parallel relationship of 
both wheels is maintained. 

DESCRIPTION OF PARTS TO ACCOMPLISI-I 
DIFFERENT MODES OF PRINTING 

A first mode —- a series of colored dots printed only. 

When the cam screw or lobe 128 shown in FIG. 7 is 
adjusted, that is, screwed in, so that its outer end is 
flush with the periphery of the hub member 127, and 
it is not therefore effective as a lobe, the dot print 
wheel 120 will be retained in a position to successively 
and repetitively print dots on the chart 185. A dot will 
be printed on the chart 185 each time the orbiting rod 
44 moves the carriage actuating support plate 52 and 
the print wheel advance mechanism 119 mounted 
thereon from the phantom dot-dash line position to the 
solid line position shown in FIG. 6. Eachdot will carry 
the color of the sector of the ink pad wheel 162 which 
is engaged by the dot portion 188 of the dot print wheel 
128 just prior to the printing impact on the chart. 
A second mode —- a series of colored dots and an 

identifying number printed at predetermined intervals 
with the setting of set screw cam or lobe 12 and cams 
2111 as illustrated in FIGS. -7 and 8. 
Cam screw or lobe 128, as shown in FIG. 7, extends 

from the hub portion 127 of the gear 126. Gear 126 has 
26 teeth. Since this gear 126 is driven by a gear 124 
which has 24 teeth, the gear 126 makes less than a full 
revolution, speci?cally twelve-thirteenths of 'a revolu 
tion, for each full revolution of the dot and numeral 
print wheels 1211, 122. In the embodiment of the inven 
tion shown, the gear 126 and the cam screw 128 are ro 
tated in a counter clockwise direction, the latter into 
engagement with a roller 222 once in each revolution. 
Roller 222 is mounted on a shaft 224 on the upper por 
tion of the supporting arm 136. Engagement of cam 
screw 128 with roller 222 effects a counter clockwise 
rocking movement, as a unit, of the supporting arm 

I 136, hub portion 148 and the numeral print wheel 122. 
This causes the numeral print wheel to be moved into 
marking engagement with the chart 185. Such numeral 
printing operation occurs intermittently, that is, each 
time that the cam screw 128 in its orbiting motion en 
gages the roller 222. A different‘identifying numeral is 
printed during each of said printing operations, that is, 
after each of the 12 different colored ink dot portions 
188 of the dot print wheel 120 have been printed one 
after another on the chart 185. That is to say, a differ 
ent input quantity or variable identifying numeral is 
printed on the chart adjacent to- every thirteenth dot, 
to produce a record as illustrated in FIG. 14. Such se~ 
.quential printing of identifying numbers from 1 to 12 
is effected because gear 126 which carries the cam 
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1 
screw 128 makes twelve-thirteenths of a revolution for 
each full revolution of the print pad wheel I64 and dot 
and numeral print wheels 120, 122. The numeral print~ 
ing cycle will repeat when all 12 numerals have been 
printed. Such repetition occurs every one hundred and 
fifty-sixth rotation of the hub member 127. 
FIGS. 9 and 111 show two other modi?ed forms of the 

second mode of printing that are useful when more fre 
quent printing of identifying numerals is desired. Such 
more frequent printing may be accomplished by em 
ploying a pair of lobes in the form of cam screws 225, 
226, as shown in FIG. 9, or employing three cam screws 
228, 2311, 232, as shown in FIG. 10. When two cam 
screws 225, 226 are employed as shown in FIG. 9, 
printing on the chart of two different identifying nu 
merals will take place each time that the hub member 
127 is moved in a step by step fashion through each 
360° of rotation and dots individually representative of 
the magnitudes of each of the twelve input quantities 
under measurement have been recorded. The numeral 
printing cycle will repeat when all twelve numerals 
have been printed. Such repetition occurs after eighty 
four (84) rotations of the hub member 127. When 
three cam screws 228, 2311, 232 are employed, as 
shown in FIG. 10, sequential printing on the chart of 
three different identifying numerals will occur during 
each 360° of rotation of the hub member 127. Again, 
the numeral printing cycle will repeat when all 12 nu 
merals have been printed. Such repetition occurs after 
60 rotations of the hub member 127. 
The adjustment of cam 210 to the position shown in 

FIG. 11 shows a third mode of printing that provides 
the continuous printing of a series of different colored 
dots and an identifying numeral of the same color as 
the dot along side each dot. A lever 234 carried by cam 
210 facilitates such adjustment. In the FIG. 11 position 
the cam 2111 is engaged with the plate 194 and is effec 
tive to apply a counter clockwise rocking force against 
the supporting arm 136 in opposition to the clockwise 
biasing force of the spring 220. 
This causes the supporting arm 136, hub 148, and nu 

meral print wheel 122 to be rocked counter clockwise 
to a position in which the axis of the numeral print 
wheel 122 is aligned with the axis of the dot print wheel 
12111. With the axis of the dot and numeral print wheels 
thus maintained in alignment, both print wheels will be 
actuated into engagement with the record chart once 
during each cycle of the orbiting rod and printing 
mechanism. As a consequence, a record identifying nu- ' 
meral will'be printed along side each dot to produce a 
record as illustrated in FlG. 15. 
‘When the cam 218 is in the FIG. 11 position, the set 

screw cam 128 will pass the roller 222 without trans 
mitting any movement to the supporting arm 136. 
An alternative mechanism for adjusting the position 

of the numeral print wheel 122 between a printing and 
a non-printing position is shown in FIGS. 12 and 13. 
This mechanism includes a slotted sleeve bearing 236 
and a shaft 248. The bearing 236 is ?xed at 238 to the 
rockable carriage actuating support plate 52. Ths shaft 
240 extends through and is rotatable in the sleeve bear 
ing 236 and has one end extending beyond the plate 52. 
Longitudinal movement of the shaft 240 is restrained 
in any suitable manner, as by a cotter 242. A cam 244 
is provided at the inner end of the shaft 240. This cam 
may have substantially the same cam profile as the pre— 
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viously described cam 210 of FIGS. 7, 8 and 11, and is 
similarly moveable between two positions. 
The arcuate ends 246 and 248 of the slot in bearing 

236 form stops for a pin 250. An inner splined end 252 
of pin 250 extends through and is in press ?t relation 
ship in an opening 254 of the cam 244. The outer end 
of the pin 250 is provided with an annular groove 256 
to which one end of the spring 220 is connected. As 
seen in FIG. 12, the other end of the spring 220 passes 
through a hole 258 in a pin 260. Pin 260 is ?xed by a 

' screw thread connection at 262 with supporting arm 
264 which is analogous to the supporting arm 136 illus 
trated in FIGS. 6-8 and 11. 
Adjustment of this alternative printing mechanism 

for numeral printing or non-printing is effected by man 
ual adjustment of a handle 266 which is attached to the 
cam 244. In the position shown in FIG. 12, the support 
ing arm 264 is in its counterclockwise position‘ and the 
axis of the numeral print wheel is displaced from the 
axis of the dot print wheel. Speci?cally, the spring 220 
holds the stop 246 and the cam 244 out of contact with 
the head of an adjustable lock screw 268 which is car 
ried by arm 264. The numeral print wheel is then in its 
non-recording position. Clockwise rocking of the han 
dle 266 from the position shown in FIG. 12 moves the 
axis of the numeral print wheel into alignment with the 
axis of the dot print wheel, and as a result, into record 
ing position. 

NUMERAL PRINT WHEEL ADJUSTMENT 

‘In the apparatus embodiment of FIG. 12 and 13, 
means comprising set screws 270 and 272 are provided 
for adjusting the initial angular position of the numeral 
print wheel 122 for bringing the numerals and dots, as 
recorded on the chart, in close side by side relationship. 
Loosening of one or the other of the screws and tight 
ening of the remaining one effects an angular adjust 
ment of the numeral print wheel in one direction and 
vice versa. ' - 

MULTI POINT BALANCEABLE 
POTENTIOMETRIC MEASURING SYSTEM 

In the operation of the present invention as previ 
ously noted, the carriage 54 of the improved printing 
‘mechanism is brought to successively different printing 
locations above the chart 185 as the associated self 
balancing potentiometer mechanism is balanced for 
each of the input quantities under measurement. At the 
same time, the printing mechanism is actuated to 
ratchet both print wheels 120 and 122 to their next 
printing location above the chart 185 in timed relation 

v to the rocking of the actuating plate 52 by the contin 
ued orbiting of rod 44. To thisend the recorder appara 
tus illustrated in the drawings includes a conventional 
potentiometric servo balancing mechanism (not 
shown) having a balancing motor (also not shown) 
which moves the carriage 54, as by means of a cable or 
wire 292 and clamping means 294 and296, as seen in 
FIG. 3, across and above the chart 185 to each of the 
successive printing positions as the potentiometer 
‘mechanism is repetitively balanced for each of the 
input quantities under measurement. 
The structure for supporting the carriage 54 in its 

back and forth movement across the chart 185 includes 
a pair- of shafts 298 and 302 both of which extend be 
tween and are rigidly supported by the sides of the ,U 
shaped chassis 16 of the recorder 12. Speci?cally, shaft 
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298 extends through an opening in the base part 58 of 
the carriage 54. A bearing 300 which is carried by an 
extension of base part 58 slides along the shaft 302. 
The carriage 54 is thus constrained by the shafts 298 
and 302 for movement along the coordinate axis of the 
chart that is parallel to the platen 278 and the chart 
driving sprocket roller 304. 
For the purpose of preventing movement of the car 

riage 54 along the chart during the period of time that 
a printing operation is taking place and one or both of 
the print'wheels are in marking engagement with the 
chart, a switch 288 which is connected by the electrical 
leads 286 in the circuit to the self-balancing electrical 
motor, is provided for momentarily deenergizing the 
motor during such marking period or interval. Thus, as 
shown, in FIG. 3, the switch 288 is arranged to be so 
actuated by the orbiting rod 44 to disconnect the elec 
trical power to the balancing motor an instant before 
one or both of the print wheels 120 and 122 are 
brought into marking engagement with the chart‘185, 
and for reestablishing that power connection immedi 
ately after the print wheels have been lifted off the 
chart. 

MODE OF OPERATION 

A. Orbiting Rod Drive 
By reference to FIG. 1 it is seen that the rotation of 

the shaft 24 of the drive motor 14 is transmitted by way 
of two similar gear trains 26, 28, 32, 36 and 26, 28, 34, 
40 to rod 44 which extends between the gears 36 and 
40. The rod 44 is thus made to orbit in a path in the di 
rection of the arrow about the center of the shafts 38, 
42 which support the gears 36 and 40. 
As the motion of the rod 44 in its orbital path takes 

place, the rod alternately slides in a downward direc 
tion along the adjacent surface of runner 46 and then 
moves away from contact with the runner 46 and slides 
in an upward direction along the adjacent surface 64 of 
the runner 48. In the position shown in FIGS. 1, 3, 4 
and 6 the rod is in engagement with the runner 48 only 
and is effective to apply a force to the runner 48 to 
move the latter and the carriage actuating supporting 
plate in a‘ clockwise direction, as seen in FIGS. 1 and 
4. When in engagement with the runner 46, the rod 44 
moves the latter and the carriage supporting plate in a 
counterclockwise direction. 

Speci?cally, during the portion of the cycle that the 
orbiting rod 44. is effective to apply a force to the sur 
face 64 of runner 48, the Z-shaped steel arm 50, to 
which the runner 46 is attached, and the rotatable car 
riage actuating plate 52 to which the arm 50 is at 
tached, will be moved in unison in a clockwise direc 
tion about the axis of shaft 56 and sleeve bearing 125 
to a printing position. During the initial clockwise or 
biting motion of the rod 44 as viewed in FIG. 1, the car 
riage actuating plate 52 will be moved in a counter 
clockwise direction from its solid line printing position 
to its non-printing position shown in dot-dash lines. 
By reference to FIGS. 1 and 3, it is seen that as the 

orbiting rod 44 completes a full revolution, or 360° or 
bit, the carriage actuating plate 52 will be moved from 
its phantom dot-dash line or non-printing position, 
back to the printing position shown in solid lines. The 
orbiting rod 44 will thus cause the carriage actuating 
plate 52 to be continuously rocked into and out of a 
printing position. 
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PRINT WHEEL ADVANCE MECHANISM 

Referring to FIG. 6 it can be seen that upon move 
ment of the carriage actuating support plate 52 in a 
counterclockwise direction, the advance pawl 106 will 
engage a tooth, for example, tooth TT8 on the ratchet 
wheel 90 and thereby cause the latter to be advanced 
one step in a clockwise direction relative to the car 
riage actuating plate 52. During such counterclockwise 
movement of the support plate 52, the stop pawl 00 
slides in a counterclockwise direction out of engage 
ment with a tooth on the ratchet wheel 90 over the 
outer surface of and into non-driving contact with an 
adjacent tooth of the ratchet 90. As the carriage actuat 
ing plate 52 is thereafter moved in the clockwise direc 
tion from its phantom position shown in FIG._ 6, the 
stop pawl 88 is brought into clockwise contact with the 
aforementioned adjacent tooth with which it now be 
comes engaged, whereupon the ratchet wheel 90 and 
support plate 52 move jointly- in a clockwise direction 
relative to the carriage base plate 50 without advancing 

20 

the print wheel advance mechanism T19. This clock- ‘ 
wise movement of the ratchet wheel 90 occurs while 
the advance pawl slides over a tooth on the then mov 
ing ratchet wheel 90 and into a position for engaging 
the next adjacent tooth of this ratchet wheel 90. 
Such step-by-step advancement of the ratchet wheel 

90 is transmitted to the multi-colored ink pad wheel 
164 by means of a pin and slot connection T74, T72, as 
is best seen in FIG. 5. 
When the advance pawl T00 is engaged in a tooth on 

the ratchet wheel 90 so that the latter is held in a ?xed 
relation to the carriage base plate 58, clockwise move 
ment of the stop pawl 88 causes the actuating support 
plate 52 to rotate through approximately 35°. The gear 
124 has 24 teeth and is connected for joint step-by-step 
rotary movement with the ratchet wheel 90. The center 
of the 26 tooth gear T26 is arranged to orbit through an 
arc about the center of a gear T26 as the aforemen 
tioned step-by-step movement of the ratchet wheel 90 
takes place. Movement of the gear 126 in this manner 
causes the remaining gears of the print wheel advance 
mechanism TT9 to also be advanced in a step-by-step 
manner, as hereinafter described. The 26 tooth gear 
T26 and the gear T32, which has 20 teeth, are both idler 
stages. The 24 tooth ink pad gear T20 and the two 24 
tooth gears T30 and T46 are identical, but gear T24 ro 
tates in one direction and the gears T30 and T46 rotate 
in the opposite direction. ' 
As is best shown in FIG. 5, the numeral print wheel 

T22 is constrained by screw T50 to rotate with the hub 
T48 and the gear T46 and the dot print wheel T20 is 
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constrained by screw T42 to rotate with the'hub portion ' 
T40 and the gear T38. The ink wheel T62 is pinned at 
T72 in radial constraint and for step-by-step movement 
with the ratchet 90. The diameters of the print wheels 
T20 and 122 are such that their respective peripheral 
surfaces 188 and 192 engage the ink wheel. T62 in step-l 
by-step rolling contact. 

FIRST MODE OF PRINTING 

A series of different colored dots will be continuously‘ 
printed on the chart 185 when the cam 210 is placed 
in the position as shown‘ in FIG. 0 and when the cam 
screw 128 is adjusted so that its outer end is ?ush with 
the outer surface or periphery of the hub member T27. 
When the cam screw 128 is adjusted to this latter posi 
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tion, the arm T36 will be rocked clockwise about the 
axis of the stud shaft 134 by means of biasing spring 
220 whereby the center of the numeral print wheel 122 
will be slightly displaced off the center of the dot print 
wheel T20 and'thereby out of printing alignment with 
the axis of the dot print wheel. This will enable only a 
continuous series of dots to be printed on the chart 185 
by the dot wheel T83 each time the actuating plate 52 
is rocked by the orbiting rod 44 into a printing position. 

SECOND MODE OF PRINTING 

The cam screw T28 on the gear hub 127, as viewed 
in FIG. 6, projects radially outward from the hub and 
engages the roller 222, which is carried by the support 
ing arm T36, once in each revolution of the hub 127. 
In'this manner the arm T36 is rocked clockwise, as seen 
in FIG. 6, about the stud shaft T34 from the solid line 
position to its phantom line position. The axis of nu 
meral print wheel 122 as shown in phantom line form, 
will then be in alignment with the axis of the dot print 
wheel T20. The gearing between the numeral print 
wheel T22 and the hub T27 is such that the axis of the 
numeral print wheel T22 is brought into alignment with 
the dot print wheel T20 by the cam set screw 128 at 
every thirteenth dot indexing cycle. When the axes of 
the two print wheels T20, T22 and shaft 144 are in 
alignment, the numeral print wheel 122 will print a nu 
meral beside a dot on the chart 185. The numeral and 
dot will be both of the same color as picked up from the 
ink wheel T62. When the axis of the numeral print 
wheel T22 is spring biased by the spring 220 to an off 
center position from the axis of the dot print wheel T20, 
and the cam set screw T28 is out of contact with the rol~ 
ler 222, as shown in FIG. 8, only dots will be printed on 
the chart T05. Thus identifying numerals are printed 
intermittently only, once in each cycle of rotation of 
hub T27. As a consequence a numeral is printed with 
every thirteenth dot. 

MODIFIED NUMBER TWO MODE OF PRINTING 

By varying the number of cam lobes, such as by using 
the two lobe set screw cam arrangement 225, 226 of 
FIG. 9, and the three lobe set screw cam arrangement 
220, 230 and 232 of FIG. T0, and by changing the gear 
ratio between the hub T27 of gear T26 and the numeral 
print wheel T22, the frequency of the identifying nu 
meral printing to the number of dots printed on the' 
chart T05 as well as their printing sequence, can thus 
be varied. 

TI-IIRD MODE OF PRINTING 
When the cam 210 is adjusted to the position shown 

in FIG. TT, the axis of the numeral print wheel T22 is 
retained in axial alignment with the axis of the dot print 
wheel T20. In accordance with this mode of printing, 
the cam screw T28 will remain out of contact with the 
roller 222 as the hub T27 is rotated. In this mode of 
printing, therefore, an identifying number will be 
printed along side each dot to provide a record as illus 
trated in the chart of FIG. T5. 

PRINT WHEEL INKING AND PRINTING 

As shown in FIG. 6, the multi-ink pad wheel T62 is 
connected to the ratchet wheel 90 for joint step-by-step 
rotary movement in a clockwise direction about the 
axis of shaft 56 as the orbiting rod 44 is continuously 
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rotated. The rotary step—by-step motion of the ratchet 
wheel 9015 also employed to drive the print wheel ad 
vance mechanism 119. The latter, in turn, drives the 
dot and numeral print wheels 120, 122 in a step-by-step 
counterclockwise direction about the axis of shaft 144. 

After the print wheels have been brought into en 
gagement with the ink pads of ink wheel 162, a 90° 
step-by-step rotation only of the print wheels 120 and 
122 is required for the printing or marking engagement 
of one or both print wheels with the chart 185. As a re 
sult the ink picked up by the dots and numerals of the 
print wheels is not allowed to dry out and is still in good 
moist printing condition when the dots and numerals 
are moved into printing contact with the chart 185. 
This avoids the ink drying out problem which has been 
encountered with other prior art constructions in which 
the print wheels are required to rotate 270° between 
the time that their dot and numerals are inked by an ink 
pad and the time that these dot and numerals are 
brought into marking engagement with the record 
chart. 

PRINT WHEEL IMPRESSING MECHANISM 
In the recording operation of the printing mechanism 

the dots and numerals of the print wheels are ?rst 
brought into printing or marking engagement with the 
chart 185. Substantially simultaneously with this action 
the dots and numerals are then ?rmly pressed into en 
gagement with the chart in a controlled manner to pro 
duce clear printing but without perforation of the 
chart. The energy required to effect such controlled 
and printing ?rm engagement with the chart is derived 
from springs 70 and 78 which are wound up about shaft 
66. Shaft 66 supports runner 48 and as the orbiting rod 
44 actuates the latter upwardly, as seen in FIG. 3, to 
move the print wheels into marking engagement with 
the chart, the energy thus stored in the springs 70 and 
78 is transmitted through the actuating plate 52 and its 
stationary shaft 144 to limit the amount of force that 
can be applied by the orbiting rod 44 through the run 
ner 48 to the print wheels for pressing the latter into 
marking engagement with the chart. By proper selec 
tion of the springs 70 and 78, a dot, or a dot and a num 
ber may be firmly and clearly printed on the chart with 
no tendency for chart perforation. 
The values of the quantities recorded by the print 

wheels 120, 122 can be determined by visual inspection 
of and reference to the scale line on the chart 185. 

Alternatively, the value of the quantity under meas 
urement may be observed by means of a conventional 
index 306 which, as shown in FIG. 3, is attached to the 
base portion 58 of the carriage 54 and which moves 
with the carriage along a calibrated scale 308. 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu 

sive property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as fol 
lows: 

l. A printing apparatus for recording a varying char 
acteristic of a multiplicity of variables in aselective 
manner on a chart, comprising, a base member, means 
to constrain said' base member for linear movement, a 
support member pivotally mounted on said base mem 
ber for movement between two positions, a print wheel 
having printing markers angularly spaced about its pe 
riphery and rotatablymounted on said support mem 
ber, said print wheel being in position for printing by 

_ one of said markers when said support member is in 
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one only of said positions, a rod, means to drive said 
rod in an orbiting path the locus of which is a cylinder. 
the axis of which cylinder extends in the direction of 
movement of said base member, a pair of runners car 
ried by one end of said support member and positioned 
on opposite sides of said rod, said orbiting rod and said 
runners forming a driving connection whereby said 
support member is angularly rocked to and fro about 
said base member between said two positions as said 
rod is driven in its orbiting path, thereby to move a 
marker of said print wheel into and out of its printing 
position. 
2. The printing mechanism de?ned in claim 1 

wherein a driving connection is employed between said 
print wheel and said base member whereby said print 
wheel is rotated to sequentially advance an adjacent 
marker of said print wheel into printing position each 
time said print wheel is moved out of its printing posi 
tion. 

3. A printing apparatus for recording a varying char 
acteristic of a multiplicity of variables in a selective 
manner on a chart, comprising a chassis, a print car 
riage having a part mounted on said chassis for back 
and forth non-rotatable movement in response to 
changes occurring in the magnitude of said varying 
characteristic as each one of the selected number of 
variables are recorded, a support member pivotally 
mounted on said carriage, a ?rst print wheel having a 
number of identical spaced apart marks thereon and 
rotatably supported for rotation on said support mem 
ber, a second separate print wheel having a number of 
different indicia thereon and mounted for pivotal 
movement on said support member, a driving means, a 
rod connected to the driving means for movement 
along an orbital path, said rod being operably con 
nected to move the support means in an oscillating 
manner on the carriage, means to selectively move said 
second print wheel so that its axis is brought into and 
out of alignment with an axis about which said ?rst 
print wheel is rotated and thereby effect movement of 
both of said wheels into printing engagement with said 
chart during said oscillation of said support member 
when said axis are aligned with one another and to ef 
fect movement of only the ?rst mentioned print wheel 
into said printing engagement when said axis are out of 
alignment with one another. 

4. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein said support member has a pair of spaced apart 
runner plates and wherein said rod is positioned to con 
tinuously ride along one runner plate in one direction 
and thereafter along the other runner plate in the oppo 
site direction to apply said oscillating movement to said 
support member and said ?rst and second print wheels 
mounted thereon. 

5. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein said support member has a pair of spaced apart 
runner plates and wherein said rod is positioned to con 
tinuously ride along one runner plate in one direction 
and thereafter along the other runner plate in the oppo 
site direction to apply said oscillating movement to said 
support member and said ?rst and second print wheels 
mounted thereon, and wherein one of said runner 
plates is ?xedly connected for movement with said sup 
port member and another one of said runner plates has 
a spring biasing means connecting it to said support 
member for transmitting thereto the movement it re 
ceives from said rod as it travels through its orbit, said 
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rotation of the orbiting rod being further operable to 
transmit an additional force through said spring biasing 
means to said support member and the print wheels to 
more forcefully impress said wheels into contact with 
said chart after said print wheels are brought into said 
first mentioned contact with the chart. 

6. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein the ?rst print wheel is mounted for rotation 
about a shaft that is in turn ?xedly mounted on the sup 
port member for oscillatory movement therewith, the 
second print wheel has a hub portion extending there 
from and which is in spaced apart relationship about 
said shaft, a second shaft extending from said support 
member, said means to selectively move said second 
print wheel is comprised of a movable arm that is pivot 
ally mounted at one end for rotation about said second 
shaft and which has a second end forming a sleeve 
bearing about the outer surface of said hub and 
wherein a wedge is formed in an outer portion of said 
arm, a rotatable cam retained in spring biased engage 
ment with said arm by a spring which when rotated in 
one direction is employed to contact and move said 
wedge and hub portion connected therewith in one di 
rection to effect movement of said second print wheel 
so that its axis is brought into alignment with an axis 
about which said ?rst print wheel is rotated and when 
rotated in an opposite direction effects movement of 
the cam to a position that is out of contact with said 
wedge surface and in which said second print wheel is 
retained out of alignment with said axis of said first 
print wheel. 

7. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein the ?rst print wheel is mounted for rotation 
about a shaft that is in turn ?xedly mounted on the sup 
port member for oscillatory movement therewith, the 
second print wheel has a hub portion extending there 
from and which is in spaced apart relationship about 
said shaft, a second shaft extending from said support 
member, said means to selectively move said second 
print wheel is comprised of a movable arm that is pivot 
ally mounted at one end for rotation about said second 
shaft and which has a second end forming a sleeve - 
bearing about the outer surface of said hub and an ad 
justable portion extending from an outer surface of said 
arm, a spring biased rotatable cam mounted for rota 
tion on said support member which when moved in one 
direction is operable to be engaged with the end of said 
arm portion to jointly move said arm portion, hub and 
second print wheel so that the axis of the second print 
wheel will be brought into alignment with the axis of 
said ?rst print wheel and when moved in an opposite 
direction will cause said cam to‘be disengaged from 
said arm portion and the axis of said second print wheel 
to be moved out of alignment with the axis of said ?rst 
print wheel. ' _ 

8. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein a shaft is ?xedly connected to the said support 
member, the inner surface of a sleeve bearing is 
mounted for rotation about said shaft, the support 
member is fixed for said oscillatory movement to the 
outer surface of the sleeve bearing, a ?rst gear is 
mounted for rotation on said sleeve, a ?rst idler gear is 
in driven contact with said ?rst gear, a second idler 
gear in contact with said first idler gear and with sepa 
rate gears of the same diameter that are respectively 
connected to separately drive said ?rst and second 
print wheels, a ratchet wheel mounted in ?xed relation 
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ll to one end of the first gear, a pawl driving mechanism 
in contact with said ratchet wheel and with said support 
member to rotate said ratchet wheel, the gears and 
print wheels driven thereby in a step-by-step manner as 
the support member is rotated in an oscillatory manner 
by the orbiting rod. 

9. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein a shaft is ?xedly connected to the said support 
member, the inner surface of a sleeve bearing is 
mounted for rotation about said shaft, the support 
member is ?xed for said oscillatory movement to the 
outer surface of the sleeve bearing, a ?rst gear is 
mounted for rotation on said sleeve, a ?rst idler gear is 
in driven contact with said ?rst gear, a second idler 
gear in contact with said first idler gear and with sepa 
rate gears of the same diameter that are respectively 
connected to separately drive said ?rst and second 
print wheels, a ratchet wheel mounted in ?xed relation 
to one end of the ?rst gear, a pawl driving mechanism 
in contact with said ratchet wheel and with said support 
member to rotate said ratchet wheel, the gears and 
print wheels driven thereby in a step by step manner as 
the support member is rotated in an oscillatory manner 
by the orbiting rod, and wherein a cam lobe is con 
nected ‘to an protrudes away from an outer hub surface 
of said ?rst idler gear, a means forrotatably supporting 
said second print wheel on the support member, a rol 
ler pivotally mounted for rotation on an outer surface 
of said second print wheel supporting means, and said 
lobe being operable in a step-by-step fashion over every 
360° of its radial rotation to engage said roller and to 
move said second print wheel support member and the 
second print wheel from a non-printing position to a 
position in which its axis is aligned with the axis of the 
?rst print wheel. 

lit). The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein the second print wheel is rotatably supported 
by an arm that is pivotally mounted on the support 
member, a roller is mounted on said arm, a hub is oper 
ably connected to the support member to move in a 
step-by-step rotary fashion therewith during each oscil 
lation of the support member, the outer surface of said 
hub having at least one lobe protruding therefrom for 
moving said roller, the arm and the second print wheel 
to a position in which the central axis of said second 
wheel is in alignment with the central axis of said ?rst 
wheel. 

ill. The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 
wherein each of the marks on the ?rst print wheel and 
each of the indicia are positioned for rotatable engage 
ment with a different colored ink pad of a print wheel 
inking pad that is mounted for rotation on said carriage 
each time said support member is oscillated and ninety 
degrees prior to the time each one of said wheels are 
brought into printing engagement with the chart. 
12.'The printing apparatus as de?ned in claim 10 

wherein the ?rst mentioned means that is operable to 
move said second print wheel supporting arm and the 
roller attached thereto into said position in which said 
axis of the second print wheel is aligned with the axis 
of said ?rst print wheel is further operable by means of 
a cam that is pivotally mounted on said support mem 
ber which is retained in spring biased engagement with 
said arm by means of a spring to simultaneously move 
the roller to a position away from and out of contact 
with said lobe that extends from said hub. 
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13. A printing apparatus for recording a varying 
characteristic of a multiplicity of variables in a selective 
manner on a chart, comprising, a base member, means 
to constrain saidbase member for linear movement, a 
support member pivotally mounted on said base mem 
ber for movement between two positions, a ?rst print 
wheel having printing markers angularly spaced about 
its periphery and rotatably mounted on said support 
member, said ?rst print wheel being in position for 
printing by one of said markers when said support 
member is in one only of said positions, an orbiting rod, 
said support member having a slot formed therein, said 
orbiting rod being disposed within the slot of said sup 
port member whereby the latter is rocked to and fro 
about said base member between said two positions as 
said rod is moved through said orbiting path and to 
thereby move one of the markers of said ?rst print 
wheel into and out of its printing position, a second 
print wheel having angularly displaced markers 
thereon, an arm pivotally connected at one end to said 
support member and supporting the said second print 
wheel on its other end, a spring biasing means con 
nected at one end to said support member and to the 
said arm at its other end to hold the said second print 
wheel out of axial alignment with said ?rst print wheel, 
a gear train mounted on the said support member to 
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transmit step-by-step angular movement to said print ' 
wheels as said support member is rocked between its 
said two positions, a hub forming a rotatable portion of 
said gear train, a lobe on the periphery of said hub ar'4 
ranged for engagement with said arm to periodically 
move said arm in a direction against the bias of said 
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spring means and thereby move said second print wheel 
into axial alignment with said ?rst print wheel whereby 
a printing marker on said ?rst print wheel and an asso 
ciated identifying marker on said second print wheel 
will simultaneously be moved into and out of said print 
ing position as the said support member is moved to 
and from about said base member between its said two 
positions. 

14. A printing mechanism de?ned in claim 13 
wherein said slot formed in said support member is 
formed from a pair of spaced apart runner plates and 
the said orbiting rod is adapted to be connectedin driv 
ing contact with said runner plates to effect the said 
rocking motion of said support member about the said 
base member between its said two positions. 

15. A printing mechanism as de?ned in claim 13 
wherein said slot formed in said support member is 
formed from a pair of spaced apart runner plates and 
wherein said orbiting rod is positioned to ride along one 
runner plate in one direction and thereafter along the 
other runner plate in an opposite direction to effect 
rocking of said support member between its said two 
positions. 

16. A printing mechanism de?ned in claim 13 
wherein the ?rst print wheel is mounted for rotation 
about a shaft which is mounted on the support member, 
and wherein said shaft extends through an opening in 
said second print wheel, which opening in at least one 
dimension is larger than the diameter of said shaft to 
permit movement of said second print wheel into and 
out of axial alignment with said ?rst print wheel. 
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